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AN EXTENSION OF PROTOCOL VERIFICATION

MODAL LOGIC TO MULTI-CHANNEL PROTOCOLS

Péter Takács—Sándor Vályi

ABSTRACT. The first purpose of this paper is to extend Coffey-Saidha-Newe
modal logic to be able to deal with multi-channel protocols. Next, we apply the
extended logic to verify validity of protocols in the MANA family.

1. Introduction

1.1. Security of wireless networks — Manual authentication tech-
niques

Cryptographic applications very often use session keys in the communication
processes to support secure connections. Although session keys complicate the
cryptographic systems, at the same time they significantly reduce the possibility
of certain attacks. For example, in ad-hoc networks — which have a growing
popularity nowadays — it is necessary to apply session keys. At the same time
key management infrastructure is not solved in smaller ad-hoc networks (for
example, in personal area networks — PANs).

One recommended solution to build secure connections and to solve key man-
agement problems is human assisted authentication. This authentication proce-
dure is not totally automatic, human assistance is required when the protocols
run. For example, the Bluetooth technology uses short personal identification
numbers to create associations between devices [3].

In these protocols, the human assistant is used as an auxiliary channel. This
assistance can be, for example, key in the same information to both of the
devices or comparing the outputs of the devices or key in data from one device
to another device [14]. These protocols are typically multi-channel protocols.
These protocols are usually called human assisted pairing protocols.
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1.2. Human assisted pairing protocols

The set of human assisted pairing protocols can be divided into two subclasses.

1.2.1. Protocols based on numeric comparison

In the subclass of numeric comparison based protocols, the human assistant
must compare data in the devices. Some examples for this type of protocols are
the next:

• MANual Authentication Protocol - MANA I [8, 9],
• MANA II Protocol [8, 9],
• MANA IV Protocol [11],
• Three-round Mutual Authentication Protocol [10],
• Bidirectional Authentication Protocol [6].

1.2.2. Passkey-based protocols

The subclass of passkey-based protocols are based on a shared secret, between
the devices. Two examples for this type of protocols are the following:

• EKE Protocol [1, 2],
• MANA III Protocol [8].

1.3. Multi-channel protocols and formal proofs

Formal methods can be used in various phases of the design of cryptographic
protocols. These phases are specification, construction and verification. The ver-
ification is the most developed research area of cryptographic protocols. Based
on [Buttyan], one can classify formal verification into four types — general mod-
elling tools, expert systems, modal logics and algebraic tools.

We use modal logics tools to examine cryptographic protocols. The first mo-
mentous result was BAN logic [4] in 1989 in this area. BAN logic has been
extended in many directions (GNY logic, CKT5 logic, KPL logic, etc. see [5]).

In 2005, W o n g and S t a j a n o called the public attention to the following:
“ ... Finally, the last and perhaps the most important tool we need is a logic for
multi-channel protocols in the spirit of BAN” [16]. Now we extend the Coffey-
-Saidha-Newe (CSN) system and apply it to examine multi-channel protocols in
the spirit of BAN.

The Coffey-Saidha-Newe (CSN) logic was presented in two papers [7, 12].
The first paper describes a modal logic which is capable to describe public key
systems and the second paper gives an extension to secret key systems. In the
appendix we recall the CSN system.
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2. The extension of the CSN logic

We can apply the CSN system to a wide area of protocols, but it does not
have enough syntactic expressive power to deal with multi-channel protocols and
cannot be used in case of multi-channel protocols. We extend the original CSN
system for this purpose.

2.1. The syntactical extension

We need to indicate the channels in the formalization: to extend CSN logic
with channel signs.

• Let c denote the number of channels.
• Let ch1, ch2, . . . , chc denote the channels.
• ENTchi is the subset of the entities permitted to send/receive messages

to/from the channel chi. ENTchi
⊆ ENT .

We need devices to describe the channel properties in the system, too.

• Let CH(chi, sec) denote the fact that channel chi is secret channel and
similarly, let CH(chi, pub) denote that chi is public channel. If a channel
is protected, we can set the users who can use the channel: ENTchi .

We also have to introduce a channel index to the reception predicate R and to
the emission predicate S. The original R operator is R(Σ, t, x). It means that
entity Σ receives message x at time t.

• Let the new form of receive operator be R(chi, Σ, t, x). It means that entity
Σ receives message x at time t from the channel chi.

• S(Σ, t, x) now abbreviates S(ch1,Σ, t, x) ∨
S(ch2,Σ, t, x) ∨ . . . ∨ S(chc,Σ, t, x).

• R(Σ, t, x) now abbreviates R(ch1, Σ, t, x) ∨
R(ch2,Σ, t, x) ∨ . . . ∨R(chc, Σ, t, x).

The original S operator is S(Σ, t, x). It means, Σ sends message x at time t.

• The new form of sent operator is S(chi,Σ, t, x). It means, that entity Σ
sends message x at time t to the channel chi.

2.2. The extended axiomatic system

We do not change the set of rules of inference. Only axioms A5, A6, A8, A12
and A15 have to be changed. The new versions are the following.

A5’(a): S(chi, Σ, t, x) → LΣ,tx ∧ ∃ i, i ∈ {ENTchi/Σ}
∃ t′, t′ > tR(chi, i, t

′, x′).
A6’(a): R(chi,Σ, t, x) → LΣ,tx ∧ ∃ i, i ∈ {ENTchi/Σ}
∃ t′, t′ < tS(chi, i, t

′, x′).
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A8’(a): ¬Li,tkΣ ∧ ∀ t′, t′ < t¬Li,t′
(
e(x, kΣ)

) ∧
¬ (∃ y(R(ch, i, t, y) ∧ C(y, e(x, kΣ)))

) → ¬Li,t

(
e(x, kΣ)

)
.

A8’(b): ¬Li,tk
−1
Σ ∧ ∀ t′, t′ < t¬Li,t′

(
d(x, k−1

Σ )
) ∧

¬ (∃ y(R(ch, i, t, y) ∧ C(y, d(x, k−1
Σ )))

) → ¬Li,t

(
d(x, k−1

Σ )
)
.

A12’(a):
(¬Li,tks(Σ,Ψ) ∧ ∀ t′, t′ < t¬Li,t′(E(x, ks(Σ,Ψ)))∧

¬ (∃ y(R(ch, i, t, y) ∧ C(y, E(x, ks(Σ,Ψ))))) → ¬Li,t(E(x, ks(Σ,Ψ)))
)
.

A12’(b):
(¬Li,tks(Σ,Ψ) ∧ ∀ t′, t′ < t¬Li,t′(D(x, ks(Σ,Ψ)))∧

¬ (∃ y(R(ch, i, t, y) ∧ C(y, D(x, ks(Σ,Ψ))))) → ¬Li,t(D(x, ks(Σ,Ψ)))
)
.

We need a new axiom for secure communication.

A16: CH(chb, sec) ∧ ENTchb
= {i, j} ∧ S(chb, i, t, x) ∧R(chb, j, t

′, y)
∧ ∀ t′′

(
t < t′′< t′ → ¬∃uR(chb, j, t

′′, u)
) → x = y.

3. Verifications for protocols in the MANA protocol
family

In the previous section we have built an axiomatic system to be able to deal
with multi-channel protocols. We demonstrate the use of the created system
by verifying the goals of protocols in the MANA family. This family plays an
important role of the SHAMAN project of leading European mobile commu-
nication firms supported by the European Commission’s Information Society
Technologies programme [9, 15].

These protocols constitute a basic infrastructure of mobile communications
so we have chosen this protocol family as the subject of our research.

3.1. The MANA protocol family

There are four protocols (and some sub-variants) in this family at present
(MANA I-IV, MA-DH etc.). Differences between the protocols are in the avail-
ability of devices (device with keypad, LED, screen, display, input button, etc.)
and the steps of protocols — evidently. In the MANA protocol family the public
channel is generally fast and wideband. The unpublic and secure channel is typ-
ically a lowband manual channel — the user reads or writes the channel signs
[8, 9, 11, 15, 16]. Next we examine the first two protocols — MANA I, II.

The process of protocol verification starts with the formal description of the
steps in the given protocol. By the initial assumptions one fixes the basic con-
ditions. In the proof one can use the axioms, the initial assumptions and the
specified steps of the protocol.
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3.2. MANA I

In MANA I protocol, device A and device B try to agree on a data string DA.
For example, this could be the concatenation of the two public keys of two devices
or other cryptographic initialization parameters. Device A has a display and a
simple input — a binary switch. The other device B has a keypad and a simple
output — a LED. They use the public (for example wireless) channel ch1, and
user U helps and supervises them. User U handles two secure channels ch2, ch3.1

3.2.1. The steps of protocol MANA I

Steps 1–2: A sends DA to B in channel ch1. B receives DB in channel ch1.
This channel is unprotected. The notation postulates the possibility
DA 6= DB .

Steps 3–4: Device A generates a random key K and computes the check-
value mK(DA). Hereupon device A sends check-value mK(DA) and K to
user U using the protected channel ch2. It means that A′s display shows K
and mK(DA) to U . U receives the message and forwards it to device B in
channel ch3 — U enters in the message keypad of B.

Step 5: Device B recomputes the value mK(DB) with the received parame-
ters and compares it with the value of the received mK(DA). Let x denote
the result of this comparison, so x is ′1′ if mK(DA) = mK(DB) and ′0′

otherwise. Hereupon B sends x to the user U using the protected chan-
nel ch3. It means B uses the LED or in other words U observes the LED
of B and receives x. U forwards x to device A in channel ch2. It means, U
uses the binary switch of A.

Step 6: A receives the sent sign x. So A knows the comparison made by B.

3.2.2. Initial assumptions

In this sub-chapter we describe the channel properties and other important prop-
erties of the protocol. This is the “Specification of the initial assumptions” part
of the proof.

I1. ENT = {A, B,U,E,M, . . .}; ENTch2 = {A,U}; ENTch3 = {B, U}.
I2. CH(ch1, pub); CH(ch2, sec); CH(ch3, sec).
I3. We use the m function and ∀x, y

(
mK(x) = mK(y) → x = y

)
.

I4. LΣ,tx ∧ LΣ,tK → LΣ,tmKx. This means, Σ can use the m function.
I5. LΣ,tx ∧ LΣ,ty → KΣ,t(x = y) ∨KΣ,t(x 6= y). This means Σ can compare

two data strings.

1This chapter is the modified version of the lecture on 7th ICAI [13].
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I6. ∃ t ∃x S(chj , i, t, x) → ¬ (∃ t′, t′> tS(chj , i, t
′, x)

)
.

I7. ∀ t′, t′> t3 R(ch2, A, t′, ′1′) → KA,t′(DA = DB).

I8. ∀ t ∀x1, x2

[
R(chj , Σ, t, x1) ∧R(chj , Σ, t, x2)

] → x1 = x2.

3.2.3. The formal protocol of MANA I

t1, . . . t10 denote the successive time points in the protocol. We remind the reader
that B computes x as we described in Step 5.

1. S(ch1, A, t1, DA); R(ch1, B, t2, DB).
2. S

(
ch2, A, t3, {K,mK(DA)}); R

(
ch2, U, t4, {K, mK(DA)}).

3. S
(
ch3, U, t5, {K,mK(DA)}); R

(
ch3, B, t6, {K,mK(DA)}).

4. S(ch3, B, t7, x); R(ch3, U, t8, x).
5. S(ch2, U, t9, x); R(ch2, A, t10, x).

3.2.4. Protocol goal — Theorem and proof

Now we can state and prove the following theorem for MANA I protocol.

Theorem 1. At the end of protocol MANA I, both A and B know whether
DA = DB, or not.

DA = DB → KA,t10(DA = DB) ∧KB,t10(DA = DB),

DA 6= DB → KA,t10(DA 6= DB) ∧KB,t10(DA 6= DB).

P r o o f. Suppose DA = DB .
In step 1: LA,t1(DA), LB,t2(DB); in step 2: LA,t3(K), LA,t3

(
mK(DA)

)
, LU,t4(K),

LU,t4

(
mK(DA)

)
; in step 3: LB,t6(K), LU,t6

(
mK(DA)

)
by axioms A5’(a) and

A6’(a).
By B’s computation method of x, and by DA = DB , B gets x = ′1′ and by I3,

KB,t6(DA = DB). By axiom A3(b), KB,t10(DA = DB). By repeated application
of A16, finally we can conclude R(ch2, A, t10,

′1′), so by t10 > t7 > t3 and I7 we
have KA,t10(DA = DB).

If we assume DA 6= DB , then B gets x = ′0′ so KB,t6(DA 6= DB) and by
analog reasoning, finally we have KB,t10(DA 6= DB). ¤

3.3. MANA II

This protocol is a simple variant of MANA I. Both devices (A and B) have
a display and simple input switch. The main security step is the fourth step in
channel ch3 as we can see it in the analysis in detail.
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3.3.1. The steps of protocol MANA II

1. steps: A sends DA to B in channel ch1. B receives DB in channel ch1

(ch1 is unprotected channel).
2. steps: A generates key K and computes mK(DA). Hereupon device A

sends
{
K,mK(DA)

}
to user U in protected channel ch2.

3. steps: A sends K to B in channel ch1. B receives K ′.
4. steps: B computes mK′(DB) and sends

{
K ′,mK′(DB)

}
to U in protected

channel ch3.
5. steps: U compares K and K ′ and also mK(DA) and mK′(DB). Let x

denote the result of this conjunction. Let x = ′1′ denote the case K = K ′

and mK(DA) = mK′(DB) and x = ′0′, otherwise. U sends x to A in
channel ch2.

6. step: U sends x to B in channel ch3.

3.3.2. Initial assumptions

The initial assumptions of protocol MANA II are the following.
I21. ENT = {A, B,U, . . .};ENTch2 = {A,U}; ENTch3 = {B, U}.
I22. CH(ch1, pub); CH(ch2, sec); CH(ch3, sec).
I23. We use the m function and ∀x, y

(
mK(x) = mK(y) → x = y

)
.

I24. LΣ,tx ∧ LΣ,tK → LΣ,tmKx.
I25. LΣ,tx ∧ LΣ,ty → KΣ,t(x = y) ∨KΣ,t(x 6= y).

I26. ∃ t ∃x S(chj , i, t, x) → ¬ (∃t′, t′> tS(chj , i, t
′, x)

)
.

I27. ∀ t′, t′> t5R(ch2, A, t′, ′1′) → KA,t′(DA = DB),
∀ t′′, t′′> t7R(ch3, B, t′′, ′1′) → KB,t′′(DA = DB).

I28. ∀ t ∀x1, x2

[
R(chj , Σ, t, x1) ∧R(chj , Σ, t, x2)

] → x1 = x2.

3.3.3. The formal protocol of MANA II

t1, . . . t12 denote the successive time points in the protocol. We remind the reader
that B computes x as we described in Step 5.

1. S(ch1, A, t1, DA); R(ch1, B, t2, DB).
2. S

(
ch2, A, t3, {K,mK(DA)}); R

(
ch2, U, t4, {K, mK(DA)}).

3. S(ch1, A, t5,K); R(ch1, B, t6, K
′).

4. S
(
ch3, B, t7, {K ′, mK′(DB)}); R

(
ch3, U, t8, {K ′,mK′(DB)}).

5. S(ch2, U, t9, x); R(ch2, A, t10, x).
6. S(ch3, U, t11, x); R(ch3, B, t12, x).
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3.3.4. Protocol goals — Theorems and proofs

Theorem 2. Suppose that the parameters (DA, DB) are not equal. Then at the
end of the protocol MANA II both A and B know that DA 6= DB. Formally,

DA 6= DB → KA,t12(DA 6= DB) ∧KB,t12(DA 6= DB).

P r o o f. If DA 6= DB , then in Step 1: LA,t1(DA), LB,t2(DB); in Step 2: LA,t3(K),
LA,t3

(
mK(DA)

)
, LU,t4(K), LU,t4

(
mK(DA)

)
; in Step 3: LB,t6(K

′); in Step 4:
LB,t7

(
mK′(DB)

)
, LU,t8(K

′), LU,t8

(
mK′(DB)

)
by axioms A5’(a) and A6’(a).

By U ’s computation method of x, x gets value ′0′. So by axiom A16, R(ch2, A,
t10,

′0′) and R(ch3, B, t12,
′0′) and by A3(b) and I27 we have KA,t12(DA 6= DB)

and KB,t12(DA 6= DB). ¤

Theorem 3. DA = DB does not guarantee that at the end of the protocol
MANA II A and B know that DA = DB.

P r o o f. If DA = DB but K 6= K ′, then by U ’s computation method of x, x
gets value ′0′. ¤

So we stress that protocol MANA II satisfies its goals only partially. If K = K ′

can be guaranteed, then the missing direction can be verified similarly the pre-
vious verifications. But the condition K = K ′ oversteps the possibilities of pro-
tocol. It contains dangers from the point of view of cryptography.

4. Suggestions

We have examined protocols MANA I and II with modal logics tools. We
have extended the original CSN system with channel signs, and we have applied
the created system.

We have established that protocol MANA I is correct, but protocol MANA II
is only partially correct in the sense that the satisfaction of one of its goals is
not guaranteed after the execution of the protocol. We suggest the development
of the protocol in this direction.

These examined protocols are used in many areas of communication. The
number of personal area networking systems grows and these systems expand
all over the world. Important application areas are health information systems,
business information systems — among others.

We suggest to involve new protocols in this research and, if needed, to extend
the axiomatic system in the appropriate way. For example, an interesting ques-
tion is how to examine the role of the concrete time restrictions (say “wait 10
seconds for the answer”).
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Another possible research is to build a semantics for the original axiomatic
system of Coffey, Saidha and Newe or for the extended version and prove com-
pleteness theorems for these semantics.
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appendix

The language

CSN logic is a first-order modal logic having the following syntactic resources
and notations.
¦ a, b, c, . . . – general propositional variables;
¦ Φ – an arbitrary statement;
¦ Σ, Ψ – arbitrary entities; ENT the set of all possible entities in the system;
¦ i, j – range over entities;
¦ K – is Hintikka’s propositional knowledge operator,

KΣ,tΦ means: Σ knows statement Φ at time t,
¦ L – knowledge predicate,

LΣ,tx means: Σ knows and can reproduce object x at time t,
¦ B – belief operator,

BΣ,tΦ means: entity Σ believes at time t that statement Φ is true;
¦ k – a cryptographic (public) key, kΣ is the public key of entity Σ;
¦ k−1 – a cryptographic (secret, private) key, k−1

Σ is the private key of entity Σ;
¦ t1, t2, . . . – notation of time;
¦ e() – encryption function,

e(x, kΣ) means: encryption of x using public-key kΣ;
¦ d() – decryption function,

d(x, k−1
Σ ) means: decryption of x using the corresponding private-key k−1

Σ ,
and this function still means: signing of x;

¦ S – emission operator, S(Σ, t, x) means: Σ sends message x at time t;
¦ R – reception operator, R(Σ, t, x) means: Σ receives message x at time t;
¦ C – ’contains’ operator, C(x, y) means: object x contains the object y
¦ ks – shared secret key, ks(Σ,Ψ) shared secret key for entities Σ and Ψ;
¦ KS – set of good keys, KS(Σ,Ψ) set of good shared keys for entities Σ and Ψ;
¦ ss – shared secret, ss(Σ,Ψ) shared secret for entities Σ and Ψ (it can be fresh);
¦ SS – set of good shared secrets,

SS(Σ,Ψ) set of good shared secrets for entities Σ and Ψ;
¦ E – encryption function, E(x, ksΣ,Ψ) encryption of plaintext message x

using the shared secret key of entities Σ and Ψ;
¦ D – decryption function, D(x, ksΣ,Ψ) decryption of ciphertext message x

using the shared secret key of entities Σ and Ψ;
¦ A – authentication operator,

A(Σ, t, Ψ) means: Σ authenticates Ψ at time t.

We follow [7, 12] in the usage of the following logical signs.
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Standard logical signs: ∧ – conjunction; ∨ – disjunction; ¬ – complementa-
tion; → – implication; ∃ – existential quantification; ∀ – universal quantification;
ε – membership of a set; / – set exclusion; ` – logical theorem; ¬ – negation.
Free variables are implicitly quantified with universal quantifiers in the CSN
axioms and inference rules.

Inference rules

We recall the following inference rules from [7, 12].
R1 from ` p and ` (p → q) infer ` q (Modus ponens).
R2(a) from ` p infer KΣ,tp (Generalisation rule I).
R2(b) from ` p infer BΣ,tp (Generalisation rule II).
R3 from (p ∧ q) infer p.
R4 from p and q infer (p ∧ q).
R5 from p infer (p ∨ q).
R6 from ¬ (¬ p) infer p.
R7 from (from p infer q) infer (p → q).

Axioms

Papers [7, 12] fix the following axioms. We call it the CSN axiomatic system.
We repeat that free variables are meant as universally quantified.

A1(a) KΣ,tp ∧KΣ,t(p → q) → KΣ,tq,
application of the modus ponens to the knowledge operator.

A1(b) BΣ,tp ∧BΣ,t(p → q) → BΣ,tq,
application of the modus ponens to the belief operator.

A2(a) knowledge axiom
KΣ,tp → p,
if something is known, then it is true;
this property distinguishes between the K operator from the B operator.

A3(a) monotonicity of knowledge
Li,tx → ∀ t′, t′ ≥ t Li,t′x,
knowledge once gained cannot be lost.

A3(b) monotonicity of knowledge
Ki,tx → ∀ t′, t′ ≥ t Ki,t′x,
knowledge once gained cannot be lost.
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A3(c) monotonicity of belief
Bi,tx → ∀ t′, t′ ≥ t Bi,t′x,
belief once gained cannot be lost.

A4(a) Li,ty ∧ C(y, x) → ∃ j, j ∈ {ENT} Lj,tx,
if piece of data is constructed from other pieces of data, then each piece of
data involved in the construction must be known to some entity.

A5(a) emission axiom
S(Σ, t, x) → LΣ,tx ∧ ∃ i, i ∈ {ENT/Σ} ∃ t′, t′ > t R(i, t′, x),
if Σ sends a message x at time t, then Σ knows x at time t and some entity
i other than Σ will receive x at time t′ subsequent to t.

A6(a) reception axiom
R(Σ, t, x) → LΣ,tx ∧ ∃ i, i ∈ {ENT/Σ} ∃ t′, t′ < t S(i, t′, x),
if Σ receives a message x at time t, then Σ knows x at time t and some
entity i other than Σ has sent x at time t′ prior to t.

A7(a) Li,tx ∧ Li,tkΣ → Li,t

(
e(x, kΣ)

)
,

the ability of an entity to encrypt a message when it has knowledge of
a public cryptographic key.

A7(b) Li,tx ∧ Li,tk
−1
Σ → Li,t

(
d(x, k−1

Σ )
)
,

the ability of an entity to decrypt a message when it has knowledge of
a private cryptographic key.

A8(a) ¬Li,tkΣ ∧ ∀ t′, t′ < t ¬Li,t′
(
e(x, kΣ)

) ∧
¬ (∃ y(R(i, t, y) ∧ C(y, e(x, kΣ)))

) → ¬Li,t

(
e(x, kΣ)

)
,

the impossibility of encrypting a message without knowledge of the correct
key ; if an entity does not know kΣ at t and does not know, prior to t the
encryption e(x, kΣ) and also does not receive e(x, kΣ) at t in a message,
then the entity cannot know e(x, kΣ) at time t.

A8(b) ¬Li,tk
−1
Σ ∧ ∀ t′, t′ < t ¬Li,t′

(
d(x, k−1

Σ )
) ∧ ¬ (∃ y(R(i, t, y)

∧ C(y, d(x, k−1
Σ )))

) → ¬Li,t

(
d(x, k−1

Σ )
)
,

the impossibility of decrypting a message without knowledge of the correct
key ; if an entity does not know k−1

Σ at t and does not know, prior to t the
decryption d(x, k−1

Σ ) and also does not receive d(x, k−1
Σ ) at t in a message,

then the entity cannot know d(x, k−1
Σ ) at time t.

A9(a) key secrecy axiom
∀ t ∀ i

(
Li,tk

−1
i ∧ ∀ j, j ∈ {ENT/i} ¬Lj,tk

−1
i

)
,

the private keys used by the system are known only to their rightful owners.
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A10(a) Li,t

(
d(x, k−1

Σ )
) → LΣ,tx,

a private key owner must know any data which have been decrypted using
that private key.

A11(a) Li,tx ∧ Li,tks(Σ,Ψ) → Li,t

(
E(x, ks(Σ,Ψ))

)
,

the ability an entity has to encrypt a message using a symmetric system,
when it has knowledge of a secret key; if some entity i knows and can
reproduce x at time t and i knows and can reproduce the shared secret
key of entities Σ and Ψ at time t, then i can encrypt x using the shared
secret key of Σ and Ψ at time t.

A11(b) Li,tx ∧ Li,tks(Σ,Ψ) → Li,t

(
D(x, ks(Σ,Ψ))

)
,

the ability an entity has to decrypt a message using a symmetric system,
when it has knowledge of a secret key.

A12(a)
(¬Li,tks(Σ,Ψ) ∧ ∀ t′, t′ < t¬Li,t′(E(x, ks(Σ,Ψ)))∧
¬ (∃ y(R(i, t, y) ∧ C(y, E(x, ks(Σ,Ψ))))

) → ¬Li,t

(
E(x, ks(Σ,Ψ))

)
,

if entity i does not know ks(Σ,Ψ) at t and does not know prior to t the
encryption E(x, ks(Σ,Ψ)) and also does not receive a message containing
E(x, ks(Σ,Ψ)) at t, then i does not know E(x, ks(Σ,Ψ)) at t.

A12(b)
(¬Li,tks(Σ,Ψ) ∧ ∀ t′, t′ < t¬ Li,t′(D(x, ks(Σ,Ψ)))∧
¬ (∃ y(R(i, t, y) ∧ C(y,D(x, ks(Σ,Ψ))))) → ¬Li,t(D(x, ks(Σ,Ψ)))

)
,

if entity i does not know ks(Σ,Ψ) at t and does not know prior to t the
decryption D

(
x, ks(Σ,Ψ)

)
and also does not receive a message containing

D
(
x, ks(Σ,Ψ)

)
at t, then i does not know D(x, ks(Σ,Ψ)) at t.

A13(a) ∀ t,
(
(∀ i, i ∈ {ENT/Σ, Ψ}¬Li,tks(Σ,Ψ) ∧

∃ j, j ∈ {Σ, Ψ} Lj,tks(Σ,Ψ)) → ks(Σ,Ψ) ∈ {KS(Σ,Ψ)}
)
,

that only the rightful owners of a shared secret key know this key, this
implies that this key is a good key.

A14(a) ∀ t
(
(∀ i, i ∈ {ENT/Σ, Ψ}¬Li,tss(Σ,Ψ) ∧ ∃ j, j ∈ {Σ, Ψ}Lj,tss(Σ,Ψ))

→ ss(Σ,Ψ) ∈ {SS{Σ,Ψ}}
)
,

only the rightful owners of a shared secret know this secret, this implies
that this is a good secret.

A15(a) authentication axiom — symmetric form(
A(Σ, t, Ψ) → (LΣ,tss(Σ,Ψ) ∧ ss(Σ,Ψ) ∈ {SS{Σ,Ψ}} ∧R(Σ, t, x))
∧C(x, ss(Σ,Ψ)) ∧ ∀ t′, t′ < t¬S(Σ, t′, x)

) → KΣ,t

(
S(Ψ, t′, x)

)
,

if Σ knows a secret ss(Σ,Ψ) that it shares with Ψ (the secret can be fresh),
and this secret is a good secret, and Σ receives a message containing ss(Σ,Ψ)

at t that it did not send, then Σ knows that Ψ sent this message prior to t.
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A15(b) authentication axiom — asymmetric form(
A(Σ, t, Ψ) → (LΣ,tkΨ ∧ LΣ,tx ∧R(Σ, t, y) ∧ C(y, e(x, kΨ−1)))
→ (∀ t′, t′ < t,KΣ,t(S(Σ, t′, y)))

)
,

if Σ knows the public key of Ψ(kΨ) and message x, and if Σ receives a mes-
sage y containing e(x, kΨ−1), then Σ knows that Ψ sent message y prior to t.
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